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Well, for the sake of the record, Dr. DeBakey, I’d like to know

a little bit about your background. Where were you born, when,

and where did you get your education?

Well, I was born in Lake Charles, Louisiana, and got my

preliminary education in Lake Charles at the grammar school and

high school there.

What was the year that you viereborn?

I was born on September 7, 1908. And following that I went to

Tulane University where I got all my college education; got a

bachelor’s degree, bachelor of science degree, and then went into

medical

quently

surgery

surgery

school at Tulane and got my M.D. degree there, and subse-

got my master’s degree. Then [1] had some training in

at the Charity Hospital, my intern and residency there in

under Dr. Alton Ochsner.

Excuse me. How do you spell that name?

It’s O-C-H-S-N-E-R.

Thank you.

Following which, in 1935 and 1936 I went and studied in

0
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D:

Europe as what they call an assistant etranger, a foreign

assistant, to Professor Rene’Leriche, who is one Of the Pioneer

vascular surgeons, at the University of Strasbourg. Subsequently

I went .and spent another period of foreign assistance. I was about

a year in the University of Strasbourg and almost a year at the

University of Heidelberg, under Professor Kirschner, K-I-R-S-C-H-N-E-R.

Then I returned home and went on the staff, the surgical staff, in

the Department of Surgery as a full time member of the Department

of Surgery at Tulane University with Dr. Alton Ochsner.

And then where did you go from there?

I was there until ‘42--

You must have been in the Army.

--and then I went into the Army. I was in the service from ’42

through ’46. I was assigned to Surgeon General’s Office, in the

Surgical Consultants Division under Dr. Fred Rankin, who was Chief

of that division. In some respects, I suppose, this really got me

interested in government, because I had the opportunity to learn a

great deal about governmental medical services, and I became more

involved and more interested in overall problems.

Were you in Washington at the time?

Yes. I viasbased in Washington, although I had temporary service

overseas. In fact, I had temporary service with each one of the

armies overseas in the European theatre of operations, Mediterranean

theatre of operations.

But this gave me an opportunity, because of the kind of work

t
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that I was involved in, to become interested in what might be called

the socioeconomic and administrative and organizational problems in

medicine in the country. I initiated a number of projects in ,

this regard. One was the medical research program of the Veterans

Administration. I suggested to the Surgeon General the need for

such an organization to follow up on various kinds of medical

problems that had taken place in army personnel, and this provided

a good opportunity to do certain types of research of a long-term

nature. This program was subsequently adopted, and I worked at the

National Research Council to get it organized.

M: Is this your first experience with what you might call Medical

Administration?

D: Yes. That’s right. That was my first experience. But that I think

initiated, and, in a sense, stimulated my interest in the broader
#

problems of medicine, particularly as they have social relevance.

Then I continued my interest in these matters and made a number of

suggestions about ways and means of improving the, you might say,

organizational and administrative roles in medicine. Then I served

on the Medical Committee of the Hoover Commission, and this gave me

further opportunity to study the organizational and administrative

matters that relate to the federal medical services, and of course,

how they touch upon the

There are a number

study that were adopted

of them of considerable

civilian population.
u=, ~?.
+!
E:

of recommendations that came out of this $:

by the Hoover Commission. Subsequently one

importance was the one that recommended the
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1
establishment of the National Library of Medicine, which is a

o
0

direct outgrowth of this study. This was adopted by the Congress; 2

t
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0

Senators Hill and Kennedy joined together to put in a bill to
:
5Q

establish the National Library of Medicine.

$

This was subsequently

passed, and the National Library of Medicine was then established.

9 I served on the first Board of Regents of the National Library of

Medicine and subsequently was Chairman of that Board. So this was

9 a very important development.

0
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We aJso initiated the establishment of a Department of Defense

I

?~
1--.c

NeclicalAdvisory Council. I served on the initial Comnittee, ;
z

a
o

and again I’ve been reappointed to that Committee. I’m serving on 2
g

that Committee now. So I’ve had a continuing interest in these Q.3CD

matters and an education, so to speak. I also served on the second

Hoover Commission, the medical committee of the second Hoover

R Commission, since, you remember, there were two of them.

E M: Yes.

D: I became more and more interested in the medical research and what

#
might be called the delivery of health care relating to the knowledge

gained from medical research. So I became interested in the National

9 Institutes of Health. I served on many of their study sections

9 and orItheir councils, but especially those relating to the Heart

Institute, because my field of interest was in cardiovascular

9
diseases.

,>
M: Did you have much contact with congressmen and senators?

B D: Oh, yes. You see I began my contacts with congressmen when I ~ias

m
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trying to push the idea of getting a Nat onal Library of Medicine

started. This reaJly provided me with the opportunity to contact

and to work very closely with some of the congressmen, like Senators

Hill and Kennedy and other congressmen, Fogarty, who were interested

in the medical area.

M: They were fairly receptive to these ideas?

D: Oh, yes, very receptive, and they were, I would say, very enlightened

about the importance and the significance, the implications, of

these projects. I think it was very stimulating for me to see how

some of our congressmen were so dedicated and so enlightened and

knowledgeable about these matters. This required a great deal of activity.

M: Did you have any contact with Lyndon Johnson in this period?

D: Well, yes. You see, as a consequence of my interest in these

areas and the important role that the President played in Congress

before he became Vice President, I had the opportunity to meet him

and therefore [had] an opportunity to talk with him about some of

these matters. So I got to know him when he was a Congressman, and

from time to time I’d go see him to see if I could get him to help

us steer some of these bills through. He was extremely gracious and

understanding and certainly treated me very kindly. I was especially

moved by his seeming interest in health, you see. I think that

some people, you know, have the idea that his interest in health

occurred only later. But actually he had a longstanding interest

in health, and I think a very good basic understanding of the

importance of health to our people and the desire to provide it.
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Well, this would seem to be a significant point, since there is

the opinion that Lyndon Johnson was mainly a political tactician

with interest in getting bills through rather than having any deep

feelings about the substance of the bills themselves.

No, no. I always had the distinct impression that he had a real

feeling for . . . . In fact, I think [he] has a sense of humani-

tarianism in him in this regard. He understood the needs of people

in terms of their health needs. He recognized that a large segment

of the population was not getting good health care, that it was

not being delivered to them, that they were not in a position to

get it. And I can recall so well my experience with him on the

Medicare. I had previously become chairman of a special ad hoc

committee in the National Democratic Party for advising the Platform

Committee on the health program. This was quite a distinguished

committee of lay and medical people.

This was in 1964?

No. This goes back to, I think, 1960.

That early?

Yes.

Was it when Kennedy became President?

Yes. It was after he became . . . . Well, it was before that, you

see.

Before that?

Yes. We came out strongly for Medicare. And then when Kennedy

became President, of course Mr. Johnson was Vice President, well we
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tried to work very closely with them, those of us who had come

out so strongly for Medicare, to try to move this bill. There was

great opposition at that time in the medical profession. So, we

rather stood alone, some of us, and were targets for their

attacks. I recall so well an occasion when President Kennedy was

anxious to have a group of medical people come and stand with him

on a television presentation he was going to make to the people

about Medicare. I was asked to help get some medical people to

come there, and I was amazed to see how few we could get to stand

up, even though some of them were for it.

However, as you know, President Kennedy failed to move this

bill through Congress. But Mr. Johnson did move it through, and

I’m sure that he moved it through because of his strong feeling

about the need. That is not to say that President Kennedy did not

have the same feeling, because I think he did, but I always had

t
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to this matter than President Kennedy. Of :
E3

President Johnson was definitely a better sort w
a-.
3

the impression that President Johnson had a much stronger emotional,
-.3
5

sort of gut reaction

course, I think that
s

of political strategist and tactician in achieving the goal of,
,~

kT=
let’s say, getting a bill through than President Kennedy.

a
o
J

r-.

M: How did Johnson win the hearts, or at least the assent, of the
G
2
~

medical profession for Medicare?
D

Do you have any insight on that? cm=.-3

D: Well, I would say that he didn’t really ever win them. I think that
1+

a
x:0

:0

he finally persuaded them that it was necessary for them to accept
,-

this, and therefore to work with the Administration to develop a i
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bill that was the best bill that they felt, as well as the

government felt, would get through. But I think that from a

political, sort of tactical standpoint, what Mr. Johnson did was

to get enough support in Congress to be sure that he was going to

get this bill through, and then to persuade the medical people

that they were fighting a losing battle to block this; therefore,

they ought to come on

is what really forced

accept it.

Did you play any role

in and help write the bill, you see. This

them to do it, because they never did really

in the passage of the Medicare Bill?

Well, I testified, yes, and I worked to support it. I gave talks

about it. I went to see congressmen about it. Sure, I did as

much lobbying as I could.

Of course now, by this time, you’re in Houston.

Yes. I had moved to Houston in 1949, when I was asked to come here

to be the chairman of the Department of Surgery in Baylor College

of bled’

Again,

since,

tine. So I had moved to Houston by that time, yes.

for the sake of the record, you have been based here ever

have you not?

Yes. That’s correct.

And later becoming Surgeon Chief at Ben Taub?

Yes.

Is that correct?

Yes. That’s correct.

And President of Baylor, of course, recently.
I
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became President of the College. That’s right.

separated itself from the University, and

therefore from its Baptist affiliation, and became an independent

corporation and [got] a new Board of Trustees. That’s right.

M: Well, now, working here in Houston with all of your multi-faceted

medical duties, how did you have time to go to Washington and do

this other lobbying and that sort of thing?

D: Well, I simply took the time. It’s always a matter of priority

of time for anyone who has a number of activities. It’s just

a question of where you put your priority in use of your time.

I put a high priority on these matters that concerned the medical

profession and that affected the health of our people, to give time

to it in Washington, to work with the Administration and with

congressmen in pushing ahead on these matters, and particularly in

getting money for the programs. Because it’s all very well and

good to talk about the passage of a bill or getting enabling

legislation for a program, but it’s of no use at all unless you

can get money to implement them. This has always been, I would

say, the biggest problem of all.

I think that as far as health legislation is concerned, Mr.

Johnson has done more in this regard than certainly any other

President in our government. He passed more bills and more

enabling legislation and more programs, so I think there can be

no question of his interest in this area. And you see, I think

the evidence wou~d clearly indicate this was not a political

stratagem as far as he was concerned. Because you don’t get

4
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much, let’s say political mileage, from the passage of these

various kinds of political, legislative programs. There just

are not that many votes in that area, you see. And secondly, you

get no political mileage from the medical profession. They’re

generally opposed to these things, and their history, certainly in

the recent past, has been to support the Republican political

area rather than the Democratic.

You might be in a position to give some insight into why the

medical profession is that way.

Well, I think this is a curious phenomenon in many respects,

because I think generally speaking the individual physician is

not that way. But when you get physicians organized, then there

comes to the forefront in the organization those members of the

profession who might be called the militant political members,

and they’re generally the radicals, you know. They’re at the

end of the spectrum, and since the medical profession would very

unlikely have any of the left end of the spectrum you see, they’re

mostly in the middle of the spectrum, then the militant, radical

group is going to be at the right end of the spectrum. They

tend to give time and effort and to be highly vocal about their

position and to, in a sense, achieve a certain political leader-

ship. And I think this is what does it. I think that the great

mass of physicians who are in practice are so busy and so

involved in their practice they tend to let somebody else fool with

the organization and the administration and the political area.

This by default goes to the people who want to give it time, and

x-.
co

~
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they’re the militants, you see?

I see.

This is one of the reasons that you have this sort of conservative

appearance, and also conservative attitude, on the part of organized

medicine. You take, for example, almost any state or county medical

society; it’s difficult to get a meeting where you’ll have a majority

of the doctors in that area. In fact, only a small minority will come

to these meetings. But at the professional meetings, let’s say,

specialty s~cieties, the doctors go, because they’re interested in

the professional activities and their own education and so on.

Then, for political purposes, if you want to reach the medical pro-

fession, you should go to the professional meetings. Is that right?

Well, the trouble is that they tend to avoid any political aspects

in the professional meetings. That is, the professional scientific

meetings will tend to not consider any political aspects.

Well, then, if you are trying to persuade your colleagues to accept

Medicare, where Would you contact them?

I would contact the better professional scientific leaders.

This would be on a personal basis?

Yes, and that’s what I did, although I did try and talk to various

groups, professional groups.

Did you happen to work with Wilbur Cohen any on f+dicare?

Oh, yes. Yes, I did. I got to know Wilbur Cohen very well. He’s

a very able, dedicated man, who I think has done much to improve

the health care of the people of this country. [He] contributed

I

I
1
I
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greatly to the program. I did have the opportunity to work with

him very closely.

After Lyndon Johnson became President,did you have any contact with

him?

Oh, yes.

Mhat was your initial . . . ?

Hell, I had contact with him. I suppose the nain and perhaps major

contact came about through his appointing me Chairman of the

Commission on Heart Disease, Cancer and Stroke.

That’s a Special Presidential Commission?

Yes. This was, I think, a very important landmark in health

legislation.

Can you tell me the details about how that came about?

Well, there had been previously a Heart and Cancer Committee that

had been established by President Kennedy. And of course, this had

come about, to a large extent, through the recommendations of the

Platform Committee, members of the Health Committee that advised
‘.-”..—_.——___....,... .........-”..,-.....”.”....,.,”...,.,”. -.-...,,”.....

-,,t_hePlatform Committee of the National Democratic Party. One of
.,,..”..”......,. .,

the things they suggested was the need for a special study of heart
%,............ .,”.-,..”-~.-—,-’’..-,’”-------.“-...,....,. -----

disease and cancer, and such a corrimitteewas established by President—-.,,_---,..-,,.-,,,---,,,—---- ,.. ......... . ..

Kennedy when he became President.
.. . ...-... ...

And it is of interest [that] we made a special report to the

President, and unfortunately the day that we did this was the day
-“.’,.-.,.-..,----,-.... ,,.

of the Bay of Pigs. So we sat around the }IhiteHouse and never did-~,”,“...=.

see the President. !“/ewere finally told that he was just too busy
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with this very urgent matter. So we left our report. We never

heard anything more from the!ihite House about it, and it was

implemented, and nothing was ever done. So when Mr. Johnson

became President we revived our efforts to do something about

/il : How did you do that?

D: Well, various friends of the President, citizens, and some of

never

this.

the

congressmen suggested to the President that the best way to do

this would be to establish a commission, a Presidential commission,

and to get distinguished people on it. He accepted this idea

quite enthusiastically.

~,]: Do you remember anybody in particular who suggested this to the

President?

D: Well, I would say that probably the one person who did more to

push this idea, to initiate and push this idea, wasMrs.Albert,

Lasker. I worked very closely with her as one person who had...-.._.._

gotten to know her well through working on her jury, and of course

having also at one tirne_rece,ived..the...La,s.~R,~,,..~.d,t.d,,,forLLi.n,iza.l ..—— .-—-.. -“-- .

Research.----*=.. .....,m=...,,,,..

M: How, let me clear up a point. When you say, “working on her jury,”

what do you mean?

D: Well, she supports through a foundation the Lasker Awards, and they

have these juries that select the candidates to win the awards.

N: She is a good friend of the President’s, you know, a personal

friend.

D: She is a very good personal friend. She was also a good friend of

I

o
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the Kennedys. She was largely responsible for the recommendation

in the National Democratic Platform.

I see.

And [she] was a member at one time, I’ve forgotten which time, of

the Special Ad Hoc Committee.

I see.

Then when President Johnson became the President,we renewed our

efforts to revive this idea which had really been one of the

commitments that the !)emocratic Party had made and accepted. So

Mr. Johnson, instead of just setting up a committee, accepted the

idea that it would be far more effective if it were established

as a Presidential commission, which I thought was again evidence

of his recognition of its importance, the health matter, and,

secondly, of his own political astuteness. Because this gave it

image and visibility, and the report became a rather important

report, and from this some legislation came about.

Right. Now, how did they go about picking you as Chairman? How

were you notified?

I was called and notified through one of the presidential aides.

This is Doug Cater?

No, itwasn’t. I think it was !lr.Feldman, Nike Feldman, because
‘,..... .~~,.‘,‘.,.“,,-,-..-.,.,.,,,,,..,.,”..........,.,,.,.”,,,-.,,.,,,.,,,

he was a person that I worked with closely throughout the work of

the Commission.

I see.

He had been one of President Kennedy’s aides, and then he stayed on
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in the White House to become one of President Johnson’s aides.

What did he do, call youup and ask you?

Yes. He called me on the phone and he [said] that the President has

asked him to call me and ask me if I would be willing to serve as

the Chairman ofthis Commission. Of course, I was highly honored.

Did you ever find out whyyou were selected?

No. I don’t know why I was selected. I’m sure that the President

was advised by a number of different people. You know, a number of

people must have advised him that knew me. P,nd,of course, he

knew me. In any case, I’m convinced that he made the

himself. Because he called me in, when we first met,

me about this and to give me my charge. Then we went

selection

to talk to

together to

meet the Commissioners at-the first meetjng, and he talked to them.

He has a very effective way of discussing matters with individuals

or with groups and persuading them, so to speak, to work for him.

He has a very effective way of inspiring and stimulating people

to work towards a problem.

Well, now, maybe you can give me a specific example of that in your

own case, when he ca?led you in at the meeting.

Yes. When he called me into his office and gave me a . . . .

was this shortly after they called you?

Yes.

Did you fly up to Washington?

I flew to Washington, and a rather interesting thing happened. I

was waiting to see the President, and Jack Valenti was in the
L. ,,.,.“.....’,--,- ..-.” .,

0
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office with me and said, “The president’s on the phone right now.

Ifyou’11 just wait a moment he’ll be ready to see you.” And about

that time I got an urgent long-distance call from New York. Jack

Valenti came in, and he said, “There’s a long-distance call here

that I think you better take. It’s from a doctor in New York, and

it’s about the Duke of Windsor.” So I went to another room and...... ...,.,_~,..,...-e,,-..... ,...~

answered the call and talked to the doctor, who told me that the

Nell, in

finished

Duke ofldindsor had an aneurismof the aorta and that he wanted to

have him come immediately to

the meantime, wiiile

his call. The Jack

ephone. 1’11 get him right away.” So that’s ho~~the

think, got out that I made the President wait on me while

the phone.

Well, then I went in to see him, and of course, he was very

on the te

story, I

I was on

Houston for me to operate on him.

I was on this call, the President

\/alentisaid [to the president], l’Hels

gracious, as he always is when he meets you individually. He told

9’
me what he’d like to have us do. He thought that there was a need

to do a good study of this problem. He knew that I knew more about

9 what we ought to study, but he said, “The important thing is to

E come up with recommendations that will, improve our capability of
-7-—,.,-, ,, ,....”..... ..... .,“,,,.”,,,

dealing with the problem of heart disease, cancer and stroke and
“.,..-............4,,,.,”. ,-,, ,.

m
provide the people of this country with better means of attacking4-..,...—-—,”-, ,.-..

these probler,ls.” These-...............,_-...,.—..

know.

H: Did he emphasize at all

were large areas, large problems, you

the political practicality of such
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t

suggestions, or did he say, “You give us the best ideas you can

get”?

9 D: No. He never did that. I don’t think he had any of that sort of,

let’s say goal, in mind. His primary interest was to see what we

9 could come up with that would advance our ability and our capability

9
of dealing with these problems. In other words, what did it take

to do this? And what should be done about it? Iiowarewe going

B to improve our ability to deal with these very severe, serious

problems that have caused so much death and so much disability and

9 so much suffering? You could see he felt this, you know. He made

I
you feel that he felt this, and he hoped that we would feel the

urgency and the importance of this.

9 Then he said, “Now, how long do you need to study this?” And I

said, “klell,Ih-.President, it’s difficult to say.

D

But I would

say an important, major study of this kind may take well over a

9
year. “ He said, “he don’t have much time.” And I said, “)~e’11

certainly do the best we can.” He said, “{jell,I am very anxious

9 to have this in order to incorporate it in my State of the Union

Hessage.” This ti~asin April or !iay,something like that, I’ve

1

-’~——-- -“-”.

forgotten the exact date, and he wanted us to try to give him a

9 report by October.
-.“....__,.-._,.......—..-.-..,,

M: This is ’64, isn’t it?

e D: Yes.

H: He wants the report for that ’65 Union Message.

J D; Yes. That’s right, I realized we were under great pressure. But

..-

B as I say, he has that ability to make you work. t

\

I9
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Did you agree to try to do this?

I agreed to try to do it, and then I realized that I had really

taken on a pretty big burden. This meant that I was going to have

to give up a great deal ofmy activities locally and spend a great

time in Washington, which of course I did. liewere fortunate in

being able to mobilize some good staff people. Mr. Feldman, who

the President assigned to work with us, was most helpful in getting

us the resources we needed to do the job. We were also fortunate

in having a group of dedicated Commissioners, very able, both lay

people and medical people, experts.

Mere the Commissioners selected by you or were they selected . . . ?

No. They were selected by the President and by his aides, although

we did make some suggestions. I was asked to make some suggestions,

which I did. And I’m sure others were asked to make suggestions.

So that they were selected, however, by the President and his staff.

Nell, now, you mentioned that you met and talked with the President

in his office. And then you went out to meet the other Commissioners,

or another group, or what?

Yes. Then he and I went out together and met all the Commissioners,

and then he talked to them. He gave them the charge and really sort

of inspired them. It was a very inspiring talk, just off the cuff,

the way he’s able to do it in a small group.

Did he say essentially the same thing that . . . ?

Yes, essentially the same thing he said to me, although he elaborated

on it a little bit more.



Pi:

D:

ii:

D:

[’l:

D:

f’1:

D:

f’i:

D:

Apparently, from what I’ve been told, the Pres

persuasive in meetings like that.

Yes,

when

when

very. He really has a much different ima!
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dent is very

e, I would say,

you are in small groups with him than he has on television

he’s giving a speech. He’s not only much more persuasive,

but actually gives you a more informal, kind of intimate relation-

I’ve seen him on television,ship. of course, on many occasions

when he was making a public speech, and it’s never been> in mY

experience, as effective.

the television the way he

of you personally talking

In other words,

comes through to

to you.

All right. Now you’ve met the President.

he didn’t come through

you when he’s in front

You have met your

other fellow Commissioners. He’s charged you with your duties.

You have Mr. Feldman to work with. Then what?

Men, then we went to work, and as I say, we were fortunate in

getting a good staff. Me had good cooperation.

Did you i~aveoffices there?

Yes.

Is that in the Executive Office Building?

In the Executive Office Building, that’s right. Uewere also

fortunate in getting very good cooperation from the various com-

ponents of the executive branch of the government that relate to

medicine, particularly the National Institutes of Health.

How did you organize this Commission?

}/eorganized, firs-t,the Commissioners into a heart disease section,

<
0

0

o

m
3
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a cancer section and a stroke section, and these were headed by_——._.. . .

physicians whowere experts in the field who happened to be the

Commissioners also. And then we gave each one of those groups a

staff, some staff people, which were loaned to us mostly from the

NIH and the Public Health Service. Then we also established some

other subcommittees, like educat~on,,some of the economics aspectsa. ............ ..

of the program, and a research subcommittee. Me obtained consulta-
— “-”—.--—.

tion from many groups of people who were experts in these various

fields. They came and worked with us, not just testified, but

worked. We got testimony also from many groups and from many

organizations, like the Heart Association and the American Medical

Association and the College of Cardiology, and so on. Once we had

all the facts that we could collect,

analyzed and reviewed them, and drew

~{: And then wrote your final report?

D: And wrote the final report.

w~l 1, then we sifted these,

certain conclusions.

‘1”1. Mat do you consider the most significant part of that report?

D: I would say that probably the most innovative aspect of the report.-.-.4..0..4....4...,.,.- ,,“ “,,---”-’“““’‘ L.. .,,”.

,wiIs th,~development of the regional medical ,programs., Now, I was.,”,,....

looking at the clock, and ifyou’11 excuse me just a minute I’ve

got to make a call before ten-thirty and I’ll be right back.

(Interruption).

ii: You were talking about the report and you mentioned that one of

most significant . . .

D: Now, I wou?d say the most innovative aspect is the reg

the

onal med-cal

I

!
1
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I programs, perhaps the one that has the greatest significance, and

the establishment of centers.

s
N: These are the regional?

I
D: Yes. Well, this led to--

:,1: What’s so important about that?

i): I would say that the main importance lies in the fact that it is a

means, or a kind of a mechanism, by which the latest knowledge and

I developments from research in these areas can be brought to the

[

people more rapidly. So there isn’t a backlog and delay in getting

out the knowledge being applied directly to the people, the

s
patients, who have these problems. In order to implement this

regional medical program concept, it was necessary to have legis-

9 lation, because the existing legislation would not have permitted

E
the use of money for this purpose, you see. So that’s winythe

regional medical program bill has to be developed, written and

9
established. i~~~, when the concept first came out in the report

there was a great deal of opposition to it, again on the part of the

9 medical profession.

t

/4: Let me ask you one point about this. Did that idea come out of two

or three people in the committee, or one person, or one group?

9
D:

B

Where did it come from?

Well, I would say it came out of sort of discussions among different

people, but that it stemmed from the findings, to a certain extent.

I would say that as Chairman I was abJe to kind of lead the way

for these ideas that began to become crystallized, and to develop

0

0
2.

a2-.
a
~

I

i
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them and finally to put them in a way that was acceptable

whole Commission so we got complete unanimity on the part
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to the

of the

Commission. So I think I had the advantage as Chairman, so to

speak, to initiate and push the concept. That is not to say that

I want to take full credit for the concept. Don’t misunderstand

me. But I did have, in a sense, the opportunity and the responsi-

bility. And I have been credited by most of the people with [being]

sort of the architect of the program.

N: Now you mentioned that you found resistance to this.

D: Oh yes, there was a great deal of resistance to the concept on the

part of the medical profession, because there was a great deal of

misunderstanding. Their first reading of the report led them, and

I’m sure that thisis because they are sensitive to the concept of a

social medicine, socialized medicine, to feel that this was a

program the federal government was going to run. So I had to do a

great deal of cross-country traveling; meeting with groups of the

medical profession of various kinds, state medical organizations

and so on, trying to explain the program, trying to get them to

understand it, trying to get them to realize that this was a

voluntary program, that the government was not going to impose

anything, and so on. tie finally over a period of time were able

to persuade some of the leaders of the medical profession and,

secondly, persuade our congressmen. Because many of the congressmen

were pressed pretty hard by their own constituents in the medical

profession.
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I recall so well going, and I did of course a great deal

9
of lobbying with the Congress at that time, to see one of

o

the congressmen from Kentucky who is a physician and practi-
0
:
.-

1
!j

tioner of medicine in a rather small town, has a little 50

clinic. He’s a Republican, and he was a member of the Com-
1
E“

1

s
z

mittee, or of the Staggers Comnittee, through which this
o

;

9 bill had to go. Nowwe were, of course, trying to win
g
o-,za

various congressmen on the Committee to vote for this bill.
u-.<-.

m

u-.
0

So I spent some time with him. He was very kind and
z
z
m
=,

D
gracious to me, and he told me very frankly thatYthe,A~@,,

,,,,~epresentativeshad been to see him and had strongly opposed.............. ......‘-—-—-.-~,..”..,..,,”........ ... ... .. .-.-..-...... _-.._.

I ...thebill and so on. Well, by the time we got through the
......... ...”.,““-

discussion and he began to understand this, he then became

1
0

a proponent for the bill. He then tried to persuade the m:
g

AMA to go along with this bill, and he was one of the strong
2.a

9

-.J&
-.3

proponents on the Committee. 5m

B PI: Who was this? What was his name?

D: Dr. Tim Lee Carter. He was a very fine, dedicated man.

S
:

M: Did you speak to the APIA,too? :
;

D: Oh, yes. I spoke to the various groups and tried to
0

I

a

r
&

persuade some of the leaders in the AM4 to go along
2
~

1 with this. Of course, I know many of them quite well.

This year the AMA gave me their highest honor, the

1 Distinguished Service itedal. And I’ve known them, and

.

B
I,

I
I
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policies. But they know wiiere I stand,
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oppose some of their

and they know I’m honest p

about my own convictions in this regard.

biell, we got the bill passed. But before we get to that point

I think it might be of intsrest to gc back a mcment to the point

at which we had completed the reporz. Because the President in

the m,mntirne was getting very enxious about having this re?ort and

h~,~ina an opportunity to put it in his State Of tbe Union m~~s~Se”

appointment with the President for me to go in to see him and give

him a preliminary verbal report of the conclusions. He was very

gracious, and he expresssd gr~st appreciation for our efforts

and then asked me what essq:i~l~Y ~~er~ our fin~inGs” I told him

very briefly, and then he said, “l!ell,now, what is this going to

cost us? And I told him what it vias going to cost, I’ve forgotten

the exact figures now, but they were in the report. He said,

“llygoodness, we just don’t have that kind of money!” And I said,

“ilr.President, it’s not necessary to have all that money at once.

we’ve got to build this prografi

we don’t need all that money to

ultimately need that much money

area,” and so on.

L
IA

It’s going to take time, and
e.

up. .3 ,
● 1!
E;

start with. But we’re gaing to 8;

or more. This is a very important



M:

D:

M:

D:

PI:

But he was a realist, you see.

have difficulty getting this through

too much. If they see

dollars,they are going

if they see one that’s

This I’m sure was what

a bill that’s
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He realized that he might

Congress if it’s going to cost

going to cost them a billion

to be a lot more reluctant to accept it than

going to cost them, say, ten million dollars.

he was thinking of. But he was a very

strong proponent of this, and I’m sure that the only reason that we

got this through was because he was himself deaicated to getting it

through and worked hard to get it through. He made us work, and he

put all of his most important legislative aides to pushing it in

Congress. So I had to work with several of his legislative aides,

met with them on strategy and going to see congressmen and so on.

There was Mr. Larry O’deill, I guess it was. Isn’t that his name?

O’Brien?

O’Brien, I mean. Then there was Mr. Dungan and, of course, Mr.

Feldman, and later, Douglass.Cater.- He had them all working for

us. So I had to work very closely with them to get it through,

because he was very easer to see that this bill was passed.

Mere you satisfieciwith the work of the White House staff? Did

they cooperate with you?

Oh, yes. Oh, they were dedicated people. They were wonderful

people. He had truly wonderful aides, dedicated hard workers,

extremely intelligent, and I was tremendously impressed with those

people.

\/ho~lasit in Congress that gave you the most aid? 1
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9
H:

D:

I
i):

I
D:

Well, I think Sena~r..ll.i.llperhaps gave us the most aid because
.~’ —

he had the power and the following in the Senate, and in Congress

generally, and he was so highly respected. So I would say that he
o
4<
s

gave us a tremendous amount of aid. But I must say that StagSers,——.. — ......

the Congressman to which the bill went in the House, also gave us a Iz’
G

lot of aid and gave leadership to it. But we had support from idr.
<
0

2

Fogarty and from others, you see, in the Congress, who had been &
.“..”... ~,

:
health leaders for many years. Q-.<z’

Were you on hand when the bill finally passed and got signed?
x.
$
i!

Yes.

-.

Oh, absolutely. I was on hand when the President signed the
D2.g
~

bill and made a beautiful little talk and passed out the pens. I
r-.c
;
2

h~~ne of_,the+ens.,. It was a very happy occasion. c
;

Yes.

And then from then on we worked on other legislative matters, and I
o
m>

tried to help the President in a numberof other different ways and
0
2.

Cl-.
2

to urge him on.
~

Of course, he got many other and more urgent
-.3
50

problems, but he never lost his effort and his interest and his :
a
0

concern with health legislative matters. As I say, in the final
>
:
J

analysis he was able to get through more health legislation than
a0.
L“=

any other President.
s

In fact, more than all the others combined.
w
s.
T

So it was a very gratifying experience.
-.c.
s.
~“

Did he ever express to you his motivation for this? Ever say, “I
bcme.-2 :

want this health legislation because . . .“ ,4;

Oh, yes. He not only expressed it to me, he’s expressed it
i;;

.r, publicly, and he’s expressed it in groups.



M: What was his motivation

D: I would say he has both
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in this?

a personal motivation and, secondly, a deep

compassionate feeling for people, and particularly for suffering

humanity. I’m sure this comes, to some extent, from his own

background, where he grew up in circumstances which led him to see

and feel and experience some of the poor people’s inability to get

good health care. ~]ow,of course, he

He had received very high quality hea’

important this was. He wanted to sez

means of getting this to all the peep”

could possibly do so, realistically.

knewwhat good health care was.

th care, and he knew how

if he could find ways and

e, or as many people as you

So he was strongly for all of

this. I would say that the only difficulty the President had in

achieving these goals was in the area of funding. And this of

course stems from the limitations on the funding and finally the

pressures that were brought to bear for funding in other areas,

other social areas and military areas and so on.

t’1: In your lobbying activity was the argument thrown up to you that,

“We need this money for Vietnam, and therefore we can’t fund such

a program”? Was that a factor at all?

D: Well, I’m sure it was a factor, but it was never put that way. I’m

convinced it’s a factor, but, you see, the funding must come

through Congress. Congress is responsible for the funding although

the Administration may propose the funding. Now I was always

trying to push the Administration to propose more funding, but in

a sense I suppose this has to be balanced in the Administration’s
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mind against the realities of being able to get Congress to go along

with the funding they are requesting!. There are always the pressures

from Congress to cut the budget and the pressures from the Bureau

of the Budget to cut the budget. And, of course, these balances in

our government are important, I think. I recognize this.

I remember in my early experience with the Hoover Commission

we were trying to find ways and means by which we could get better

coordination and a better mechanism for coordinating the various

activities of the different branches of the executive branch of

the government relating to medical service. !’~ethought possibly

the Bureau of the Budget might be the place, because legally their

legislation would provide them a basis for doing it. However,

historically their interests have been concerned with maintaining

sort of the limits on the budget and holding down the budget, and

thereforewe finally came to the conclusion thatthe Bureau of the

Budget was not the best place to do this.

Now, I think, philosophically, this is good. I mean these

balances. You need force and counterforce in these areas, and of

course at one time, at least on one occasion, I think I displeased

the President because I made a strong effort in Congress to increase

the budget over the Administration request and put a great deal of

pressure. I’m not sure; I had the impression I displeased him from

one of the aides.

r’!: He never said anything to you?

i):” Oh, he never said anything to me personally. But I made it clear

n
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that I realized that I was lobbying for more money over the

Administration request.

better knowledge of the

for what I thought were

It was not that I thought that I had a c
$

overall budget, but that I was lobbying
<
=
5

the needs in health. In the final analysis 5Q
I-.

this is the way our government is set up, you see. In other words,

philosophically our government is set up to respond to pressures

for needs. 1 was merely playing the game in the political arena

the way everyone plays it who is concerned with these matters,

and indeed the way the President plays it. SO I was not doing

anything that the President was not doing or any other person who

is, let’s say, dedicated to these goals. These were not selfish

interests. The President certainly had no selfish interests, nor

have I.

It’s that we were working towards these goals, and in his

opinion, I’m saying his not personally, but the Administration, the

budget that they set up was the best budget that they could

achieve. In my opinion it was not, in terms of the health needs.

So that philosophically I think it’s important to recognize the

way the government works, the way our government works, and there-

fore to work with it. And lobbying is a part of the waywe work,

you see. So you have these forces and counterforces, balances and

counterbalances, and you try to put your force, your effort, your

leverage in where you think it’s needed. That’s what wewere doing.

M: You were seemingly in a somewhat unique position. You were repre-

senting the Administration in, say, the regional medical program

0

u-.<-.
u)-.

.2

-.
J
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and lobbying for it, and yet you were not hired by the White House.

D: No.

N : And in that nature you were . . . .

D: No. As long as I’ma private citizen, am not hired by the White

House or by the Administration , as long as I’m not an employee of

the Administration, I’m a free agent in terms of what I consider as

a private citizen. As long as I was working in the development of

the report, then I couldn’t say anything outside. But once we

made our report and we were discharged, then I became a private

citizen, to work on it in any way I saw fit.

H: Now, do you see this kind of operation, bringing in outside people

like yourself to develop a report, to develop a programand then

to lobby, as an efficient way of getting legislation?

D: No, I don’t. The most efficient way is probably not a democratic

way. The most efficient way is for the government to establish

in its own, let’s say administration, full-time individuals to work

on these things. But I’m not sure this is the best way to achievethe

for the people; and secondly, in terms of our own political system of

government, I’m not sure that is”thebest way either.’ I believe that

having these kinds of private citizens from time to time come in and

take a fresh look at a program and give a report, along with working

with the government, with the staff people and so on, while it may

not be the most efficient way, I think that it could possibly be a

very effective way.

i’”!: This is a good viayof getting new ideas.

goals



i): Yes. Very definitely

t“l: Rather than, say, its

3: Yes, very definitely.

within a bureaucracy

private organization,
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coming up through the bureaucracy.

You see, it’s very

ofany kind, whether

private industry or

In other words, I think as time goes on a

difficult, I think,

it’s a bureaucracy of a

anything else . . . .

bureaucracy becomes more

and more rigid, and more and more fixed, and possibly more and more

mediocre, because your brilliant minds refuse to fit themselves

into a bureaucracy. Yet you need those minds, the people who

divert from the middle road, so to speak.

[’1: From your point of view as the outsider doing this, were you

frustrated by the experience, or was it satisfying to you?

0: No. No, it was very satisfying to me. It was frustrating only

in the sense that you vianted to get on with the job, and yet

you needed to coordinate it. !dhenyou have to coordinate anything

with a large number of people [it is frustrating], and the larger

the more frustrating because you’ve got to educate them and orient

them and persuade them and that sort of thing. That’s the

inefficiency really.

1’1: But to you personally it was worthwhile?

D: Oh, yes, very, very worthwhile; very satisfying. And I think we

achieved a major breakthrough in one form of delivery of health

care.

1’1: And without this approach . . . ?

D: I think this is evidenced by the increasing enthusiasm of the
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medical profession for this program.

N: Then would you say that this regional medical program has worked

out as you wished it to?

D: I would say that it has worked out only partially as Iwould like

to have done it. Two things I think have held it back. One is the

funding and the inability to use funds for certain purposes like

construction. The other has been the time it has taken to orient

and educat the medical profession. This has slowed it down

considerably, but otherwise I am very gratified with it.

M: Did you become involved

the way you aid with th

D: Hell, not in this way.

I touched upon.them,but

in any other major health legislation in

s Commission?

I became involved in a number of others

you see,in this one I Was almost full t

c
z~

c

E
g
o

me -.=
i;

involved. I was the architect for it and so on. i3ut I continued 1:
lo

to be interested in other health legislation and, in a sense, to get
2.

Cc-.
3;m

an input into them, and to work with some of the Presidential aides
3
~
m

on some of them and to lobby for them.
<;
?J

Pi: Diayou ever get involved in the campaigns, the political campaigns ~
m@-.3
2

of LyncionJohnson? kr.7

D: Only partially, to the extent that I contributed personally to the
:=
1--.r

Democratic Party. But I’ve done this before, not just ta Johnson. ;
$

And secondly, to make a statement about the ~ealth of

to counteract, really, some statements that have been

health.

}’1: !dasthis a spec.fic incident?

>
the President 5e.-s

~
made about his sIn

I
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Yes. There was a statement made which ina sense politically

jeopardized him on the basis of what was said about his heart condi-

tions, and I made a statement about that type of heart condition.

Oh, I see.

Not specifically about the President, except that it touched upon

the statement that had been made by the President..”

Was this in the ’64 campaign?

Yes, and, of course, I came out for him. But I didn’t 90 out and

do a lot of political speeches or anything like that.

Does this impress you with the political significance of the health

of the candidate? It always seems in American history that the

health of a candidate must be proven good.

Yes. Yes, I think so, very definitely.

And so you made a counterbalancing statenent to that effect.

That’s right, exactly.

Did you have much contact with Hrs. Johnson?

Yes. Quite a bit at the White House, social functions of the

various kinds to which I was invited. And, of course, I am a

great admirer of ilrs.Johnson. I was before, and became even a

greater admirer when she was the First Lady. [She is] an extremely

gracious, charming person, who again in smaller groups makes a

much more impressive impression on individuals. She has a charm

that is very natural and very attractive, and you can’t help but

be -impressedwith her intelligence. [She is] an extremely

intelligent lady.
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I’ve been told that if you really wanted to know how the Johnson

Administration worked you should talk to some of thewomen. Among

the women mentioned were Nrs. Johnson and Nary Lasker.

Oh, yes, very definitely.

Does this make sense to you?

Oh, yes. I think you have to talk to both of them. They’re both

extremely intelligent and dedicated people. You quickly get this

sense of dedication.

\4eJl, the point was that these women had persuasive influence on

the President--

That’s right. Ilow,I’m sure they did.

--that men would ”not have.
..

That’s right. I don’t think there’s any doubt about it. They had

on me. Yes, they were. . Whenever Mrs. Lasker would call me to ask

me to do certain things, I would drop what I was doing to do it.

That’s how persuasive they were.

~low, let me wind this up with an open-ended question. We’ve been

talking about an hour and a half now.

Yes, I think . . . .

Is there any other area that I should ask you about, say, the next

time, or anything else we didn’t get into?

Yes, there are. Mhat I’d like to do now is to get in touch with

you again after I have had an opportunity to sort of organize

the papers I’m collecting and review certain aspects of it. 1’11

jot down some notes, and then 1’11 be in touch with you. !ie’11
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photocopying restrictions. It is the responsibility of the
researcher to honor these restrictions.

Photocopying: Items in the public domain may be copied in their
entirety. Donated material such as oral histories carry
individual restrictions on copying. See deed for restrictions.

Interviews Requ irin~ Permission: Certain transcripts in our
holdings are restricted with written permission. Researchers may
contact the Library for addresses of these interviewees and for
suggested draft permission letters. We also provide a permission
form to be sent to the interviewee. The interviewee must return
the permission form to the Library in order for a researcher to
obtain the transcript.
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R The LBJ Library Oral History Collection is composed of interviewsconducted for the
J Library under four separate projects: those done under the auspices of the National

Archives; the White House during the Johnson Administration;the University of Texas Oral

B

“storyProject; and the LEJ Library Oral History Project. The names of intervieweeswho

ve participatedin more than one of these projects are repeated on this list to
ghlignt this fact. Names of those with muitiple interviewsdone by the same project are

repeatedwhen terms of access to their various interviewsvary. Otherwise, the name of an

~
terviewee is listed cnce even though he or she may have given more than one interview.

Interviewswhich have been completedand accessionedinto the Library’s collection

S-

e foliowed by an alphabeticalsymbol in parenthesesdescribing their status and terms of
Fess. Those interviewswithout a symbol are in various stages of processing and

therefore are not yet available for researchunless specificallyauthorizedby the
‘ terviewee.

1 Please note thaz special oral history interviewsin the Library’s custody are not
included on this list. These special interviewsinclude those recorded by researchers,by

z
eral departmentspreparing administrativehistories,and interviews conductedby other

1 history projects.

b

N
available for research

A.R- available for research; retains copyright privileges*

w available for research although all or part of transcript is restricted*

K/R/T - tape recording is restricted

*
/ILL - Inter-LibraryLoan prohibited;reading room access only*

2- restrictedfor lifetime or until specifieddate*

B?P- restricted,but can be made available if researcherobtains written
?ermissionfrom interviewee*;see archivist in Reading Room for permission forms

9
~ See individualdeed for specific terms of access and time restrictions

B1~ Some of the oral history transcriptscontain inaccuraciesand typographicalerrors.
? earchers who intend to rely on an excerpt or quotation from an interview are urged to
~erifythe passage on the tape recording,when available.
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Little, C. P. (A) [LBJ]
Livingston,William
Locke, Eugene M. (A)
Loney, Kathryn Deadrich (A)
Long, Emma (Mrs. Stuart Long)
Long, R. J. ‘Bob” (A/R)
Long, Russell (A/CR)
Long, Stuart M. (A)
Looney, J. C. (A)
Louchheim,Kathleen C. (a)
Lovell, James A. (A)
Low, Sam D. W. (A)
Lucey, Robert E. (Al
Ludeman,Elizabeth
Luft, John N. (A)
Lyle, John E., Jr.

McAllister,Gerald
McArthur, George
P!cCarthy,Eugene
McCarthy,George
McCarthy, John J.
McClendon,Sarah
McCloskey,Robert
McCloy, John J.
McCone, John (A)

(A)

N. (A)

(A)

J.
A)

McConnell,John P. (A)
McCormack,John W. (A)
McCulloch,Frank (A) [LE!J]
McCulloch,Frank [LBJ]
McCully, John (A)
McDermott,Eugene & Margaret Milam
McDowell,Bart (A)
McElroy, Cameron & Lucille (A)
McFarland,Ernest W. (A)
McGee, Gale (A)
McGehee, Ralph W.
McGhee, George C. (A)
McGiffert,David E.
McGillicuddy,Daniel F., Jr.
McGovern,George S. (A)
McHugh, Vicky & Simon (See also Murphy,

Vicki McCammon)

0

D
J

o

>
c
m
=.
-J

$.
x 3,

E:

I
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9

II
Kee, William F. (A)
Knight, Felix (A)
Lean, William Hunter (A)

McMahon, Robert F.

R
Namara, Rcbert S. (R-2000
Neil, Marshall (A)

McPherson,Harry (A) [UT]

F

Pherson, Harry [LBJ]
Quade, Lawrence (A)

.cWilliams,Roy L. (A)

I clay, William Dayton (A)
Macomber, William B., Jr. (A)*

acy, John W., Jr. (A) [UT]
CY, John W., Jr. (A) [LBJ]

Maddox, Lester (A)

Ill

gnuson, Warren (A)
guire, Charles M. (A/CR)
hen, George (A)

Mahoney, Florence

k
lechek, Jewel (See Scott, Jewel Malechek)
atos, Mike (A)

Mankiewicz, Frank F. (A)

$

, Dave
, Gerald C., Sr. & Jr. (A)

Mann, Thomas C. (A)

E

CUS, Stanley (A/CR)
der, Murrey
rkman, Sherwin J. (A)

Marks, Leonard (A) [UT]

s
ks, Leonard (A) [LBJ]
land, Sidney P. (A)

Marshall, Burke (A)

F

shall, Cecille Harrison (A/CR)
shall, Thurgood (A)

arston, Robert (?. (A)

III
tens, Clarence C.
tin, Crawford (A)
tin, John Bartlow (A)

Martin, Louis (A) [UT]

s
tin, Louis [LBJ]
tin, Ruby G. (A)

Martin, William McChesney

s

tini, Steve (A)
tz, Clyde O. (A)
shman, Joe (A)

M tson, Everett (A)

4
thews, Alwyn “Matty” (A)
Edgar

May: Ernest (A)-.

v.,Timothy “(A)
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Mayborn, Frank W.
Mayer, Margaret (A)
Mayer, Margaret
Mayhew, Lewis
Means, Marianne [UT]
Means, Mariame [LBJ
Meany, George (A)
Mehren, George L. (A)
Melasky, Harris
Melinger,Alfred (A)
Meloy, GUY S.

LBJ]
LBJ]

Menz~es, Sir Robert (A)
Merrick, Samuel V. (A)
Mesta, Perle (A)
Midgley, Betty Furness (A)
Millenson,Roy
Miller, Dale &Virginia “Scooter” (A) [UT]
Miller, Dale & Virginia “Scooter” [LBJ]
Miller, Emma Guffy (A)
Miller, George P. (A)
Miller, Nell Colgin (A)
Miller, Virginia “Scooter” [LBJ]
Miller, William M. “Fishbait” (A)
Mills, Tom
Mills, Wilbur (A) [UT]
Mills, Wilbur [LBJ]
Minow, Newton (A)
Mitchell,Clarence (A)
Mitchell,Mrs. J. M.
Monahan, John L. (A)
Monroney,A. S. “Mike” (A)
Montague,Robert M.
Montgomery,Robert H. (A)
Mooney, Booth (A) [UT]
Mooney, Booth (A) [LBJ]
Moore, Powell (A)
Moore, Wyatt
Moorer, Thomas H. (A) [UT]
Moorer, Thomas H. (A) [LBJ]
Morehead,Richard
Moreland,Ralph (A)
Morris, Charles A. (A)
Morton, Thruston (A)
Moss, Frank E. (A)
Moursund,A. W.
Mullen, Mark T.
Mullen, Robert
Mundt, Karl E. (A)
Murphey, Robert W. (A)
Murphy, Charles S. (A)
Murphy, Patrick V. (A)



rphy, Vicki McCammon [LBJ] (See also
McHugh, Vicki and Simon)

Murray, Hyde

Brit, James M., Jr. (A)
Nachlin,Hyde

E
va, William
h, James P.

Teel, Spurgeon H., Jr.

?

son, Richard H. (A)
, David G. (A)

{eustadt,Richard Elliott (A)
‘Jran, Ralph (A)
i hols, Dorothy J. (A) [UT]
{ hole.,Dorothy J. (A) [LBJ]
Jimetz,Matthew (A/CR)

c
? ze, Paul Henry (R/WP/CR-lifetime)
~ 1, James
{olting,Frederick (A)
i ak, Robert

vi ley, Reed B.

S) rdorfer,Don (A)
) rien, Lawrence F.
)’Connell,Joseph J., Jr. (A)

I

} onnor, Lawrence J.
1 onnell, Kenneth (A/R/CR)
lkun,Arthur M. (A)
I“ver, Covey T. (A/CR)

‘?
er, Robert (A/CR)

I on, Marie Lindau

&

orf, Frank “Posh” (A)
sis, JacquelineKennedy (A/R)*
ill, Thomas P. “Tip” (A)

wen, Henry D. (A)

@

s, Wroe
gs, Nathaniel (A)

*
, Frank, Jr. (A)

a ios, Hal
sine, Thomas O.

s

(A)
er, Bruce
er, Joseph, II (A)

anzer, Fred

a

er, Edith H. (A)
er, Even J.

arnis, Mollie (A)
ii

B
, Archer

a en, J. R. [A)
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Partridge,Anthony
Patman, Wright (A) [UT]
Patman, Wright (A) [LBJ]
Patterson,Eugene C. (A/CR)
Pattillo, James Cato (A)
Paul, Norman S. (A)
Pauley, Edwin W. (A)
Payne, Harvey O. (A)
Pazianos,George
Peabody, Endicott (A/CR)
Pearson,Drew (A)
Pechman, Joseph A. (A)
Peden, Katherine Graham (A)
Pen, Claiborne (A)
Perkins, Carl D.
Perrin, C. Robert
Perry, Arthur C.
Peterson,Esther
Peterson,Esther
Pettigrew,Thomas
Phillips,Rufus
Phillips,William
Phimey, Carl L.

(A)
(A)

(A) [UT]
(A) [LBJ]

G. (A)
(A)

PhlMey, Robert L. (A) [Bolton]
Phimey, Robert L. (A) [LBJ]
Pickle, J. J. “Jake” (A/CR) [UT]
Pickle, J. J. “Jake” (A) [NYA]
Pierce, Robert J.
Pierson,W. DeVier (A)
Pike, Douglas (A)
Plyler, Dorothy (see Alford, Dorothy P.)
Poage, W. Robert (A) [UT]
Poage, W. Robert (A) [LBJ]
Peats, RutherfordM. (A)
Pollak, Stephen J. (A/R/WP)*
Pollei, Weeze Deathe
Porter, Daniel Boone
Porter, Ella SoRelle (A)
Porter, Paul A. (A]
Portner,Mildred (A)
Powell, Ben H., Jr. (A)
Powell,Dorris (Mrs. Hugh) (A) [LBJ]
Powell, Dorris (Mrs. Hugh) [LBJ]
Price, C. W. (A)
Price, David
Prindle,Richard A. (A)
Prokop, Ruth
Provence,Harry (A)
Proxmire,William (A)
Pryor, Richard S. “Cactus” (A)
Pucinski,Roman
Purcell, Graham (A)

c-l
c

z

c

c
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Pyland, Sidney “Sub”

92uie, Albert H. (Ii)
Quigley, James M.

@

uill, Daniel J. (A) [UT]
uill, Daniel J. (A) [Goldman]
Quill, Daniel J. (A) [w/Sam Fore]

! andall, Kenneth A. (A)
Randolph,A. Philip (A)

E

asmussen,130ydL. (A)
ather, Dan (A)
Rather, Mary (A/CR) [LBJ]

!

ather, Mary [LBJ]
sun, Joseph L., Jr. (A)
e, Edward (A)

i

cad, Benjamin H. (A)
edford, Cecil
edford, Clarence
Redford, Emmette S. (A) [UT]

L

edford, Emmette S. (A) [LBJ]
edy, George E., Jr. (A/CR) [UT]

Reedy, George E., Jr. (A/CR) [LBJ] ,

r

edy, George E., Jr. [LBJ]
ischauer,Edwin 0. (A)

esor, Stanley R. (A)

k

eynolds, James J. (A)
ynolds, William (A)
ynolds, William A.

Rhodes, Sharon

E

‘chards,Horace E. (A)
“chardson,Elliott (A)

Richmond, Julius (A)

I

‘pley,S. Dillon (A)
sner, Robinson (A)
vlin, Alice

Robb, Lynda Johnson (R/WP/CR/ILL-life)

B
bb, Lynda Johnson
berts, Chalmers M. (A)

Roberts, Charles (A)

B

berts, Juanita (A) [Goldman]
berts, Juanita (A) [UT]

Roberts, Juanita (A) [LBJ]

Ill

berts, Morris
berts, Ray (A/CR) [LBJ]
berts, Ray (A) [NYA]

Robertson,A. Willis (A)

I
bertson, Joe
binson, James A.

Roche, John P. (A)

Bckefeller, Laurance (A)

Rockefeller,Nelson (A)
Rogers, Paul
Rogers, Will R. (A)
Rogovin,Mitchell (A)
Rolvaag, Karl
Roosa, Robert V. (A/CR)
Roosevelt,James
Rosenblatt,Peter R.
Rostow, Eugene V. (A)
Rostow, Walt W. (A*) [UT]
Rostow, Walt W. (A*) [LBJ]
Roth, Fenner (A) [Bolton]
Roth, Fenner (A) [NYA]
Roth, Fenner (A) [LBJ]
Rountree,Payne (A)
Revere, Richard H. (A)
Rowe, Elizabeth (A)
Rowe, James H., Jr. (A) [UT]
Rowe, James H., Jr. (A) [LBJ]
Rowe, Ja!!esM. (A)
Rowley, James J. (A)
Royal, Darrell
Royals, Thomas (A)
Rusk, Dean (A/CR)
Russell,Harold J. (A)
Rustin, Bayard (A)
Rutten.berg,Stanley H. (A)

Sadler, Mrs. Wade
Salas, Luis
Salisbury,Harrison (A)
Saltonstall,Leverett (A)
Samuels,Howard J.
Sanders,Carl E. (A)
Sanders,Harold Barefoot (A)
Sandlin, George
Sanford,Terry (A)
Saperstein,Sidney A. (A/R)
Saunders,Harold H.
Saunders,Josefa Baines (A)
Sauvageot,Jean A.
Scammons,Richard M. (A)
Schlei, Norbert A. (A)
Schlesinger,Arthur (A/CR)
Schmidt, Fred (A)
Schneider,Wunibald W. (A)
Schnittker,John A.. (A) [UT]
Schnittker,John A. [LBJ]
Schreiber,Harry J. (A)
Schultze,Charles L. (A)
Scott, Bess Whitehead
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1 tt, Jewel Malechek

?
‘ den, Emily Crow (A)
o mer, Milton P.

k

3 ackley, Theodore
nks, Louis
nnon, James A.

Shapiro,Samuel H. (A)

~

lton, Emmett (A/CR)
lton, Polk & Nell (A)

Sheppard,Bailey (A)

B

● pperd, John Ben (A)
vers, Allan (A)

~ emaker, Whitney (A/CR)
;hort,Robert

&
5 umatoff, Elizabeth (A)
3 iver, Sargent
$hultz,John M.

#

; ey, Hugh (A)
S gel, Gerald W. [A/CR) [UT]
;iegel,Gerald W. (A/CR) [LBJ]
;“ ens, Charles E.

[
; pson, Charles M. (A)
; clair, Ivan (A)
;ingletary,Otis (A)

1
; gleton, John V., Jr. (A)
; co, Joseph J. (A) [UT]
;isco,Joseph J. [LBJ]
3 lton, Byron G.

t

(A)
; les, Joseph H. (A)
hnall,Merrell F.
; thers, George

I
; th, Bromley K. (A)
:,~th,C. R. (A) [UT]
;mith,C. R. (A) [LBJ]

I
; th, Carol Davis
; th, E. Babe
;mith,G. Preston (A)
; “th,Gerard C.

a

(A)
; th, Haywood
;mlth,J. Edwin
; “th, James W.

M

(A)
; th, Margaret Chase (A
;. th, R. Jack
;mith,Robert J. (A)

a
; th, Willard J. (A)
; th, William Robert (A
;olomon,Anthony M. (A)

;

d

rkman, John (A) [UT]
; rkman, John (A) [LBJ”
@ ass, Adrian A. (A)

it

;-ears,Adrian A. [LBJ]
; nn, Richard

Speck, Benjamin (A)
Staats, Elmer B. (A)
Stanford,Louise Hermey
Stanton, Frank
Starcke,Max & Evelyn (A)
Stavast, John E.
Steadman,John M.
Stehling,Arthur
Stennis, John C. (A)
Stevens, Roger L. (A)
Stewart, William H. (A)
Stilwell,Richard G.
Stone, Sam V. (A)
Storey, Robert
Stougnton,Cecil (A)
Strauss, Robert S. (A)
Sugarman, Jule M. (A)
Sullivan,William H. (A)
Summy, O. B. (A)
Sundquist,James L. (A)
Sweeney, John L. (A)
Swidler, Joseph
Symington,James W. (A/R/ILL)
Symington,Stuart (A) [UT]
Symington,Stuart (A) [LBJI

Taft, Robert, Jr. (A)
Talmadge,Herman E. (A)
Tate, James H. (A)
Taylor, Antonio J. (A)
Taylorr H. Ralph (A)
Taylor, Hobart, Jr. (A)
Taylor, Hobart, Sr. (A)
Taylor, Maxwell D. (A) [UT]
Taylor, Maxwell D. (A/R/T) [LBJ]
Taylor, Mrs. T. J., Jr.
Taylor, Willie Day (A)
Taylor, Winston
Teague, Kathy
Telles, Raymond L. (A)
Temple, Larry (A)
Territo, Dorothy
Theis, J. William (A)
Thomas, Bruce
Thomas, Donald S.
Thomas, Helen
Thomas, Lera (Mrs. Albert Thomas) (A)
Thomason,R. Ewing (A)
Thompson,Clark W. & Libbie M. (A)
Thomson, James C., Jr. (A)
Thornberry,Homer (A)
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Thornhill,Paul L.

s
hurmond, Strom (A)
immes, Charles

Timmons,Bascom N. (A)

E

cker, Phillip (R/WP-1995)
lmach, Eric (A)

Tooley, Emma Boenringer (A)

E

rp, Kenneth (A)
wer, John G. (A)
ejos, Jose Joaquin (A)

Trowbridge,Alexander (A)

@
ueheart, William (A)
lcker,Sterling (A)

Tully, Grace (A)

B

rman, James A. [A)
rner, Francis C. (A)

mall, Stewart L. (A)
derwood,Marty

a lenti, Jack (A)
Valenti, Mary Margaret Wiley [U?’]

P

lenti, Mary Margaret Wiley [LBJ]
rice,Cyrus R. (A)
asey, Lloyd R.

i

ughn, Jack Hood
son, Carl (A)

nson, Fred I?.,Jr. (A)
Voigt, Kathleen

E

rhis, H. Jerry (A)
aw, David

#
dron, Robert E. (A/CR)
lace, George C.

W llace, Victor M.

&
ler, Sir Keith (A)
t, Lewis W. (A)

Walter, Louis F. (A)

z

ner, Volney F. (A/CR/R/T)
‘nke,Paul C. (A)

iarren,Earl (A)
d hington,

f

Walter and Bennetta
serman, Lew (R/CR-lifetime)

i son, W. Marvin
dattenberg,Ben J.

n

(A)
d verr George L. P. (A)
d ver, Robert C. (A)
Jebb, Emma (Mrs. Charles W.) (A)

Ei b, James E. (A/CR)

Webb, Terrell Maverick (A)
Weber, O. J.
Weedin, Harfield (A/CR)
Weeks, Christopher (A)
Weinheimer,Tom and Betty
Weisl, Edwin L., Jr. (A)
Weisl, Edwin L., Sr. (A)
Welsh, Edward C. (A)
Wentzel, Volkmar K. (A)
West, Wesley
Westmoreland,William C. (A) [UT]
Westmoreland,William C. (A) [L13J]
Wheeler, Earle G. (A)
White, J. Roy (A)
White, June (Mrs. William S. White) (A)
White, Lee C. (A/CR)
White, Robert M. (A)
White, William S. [A) [UT]
White, William S. (A) [w/Sam Fore]
White, William S. (A) [LBJ]
Whiteside,R. Vernon (A)
Whittington,Gerri
Wicker, Tom G. (A)
Wiggins, James Russell (A)
Wilcox, Walter W. (A)
Wild, Claude C., Sr. (A) [UT]
Wild, Claude C., Sr. (A) [Goldman]
Wildenthal,John (A)
Wilkins, Roger W.
Wilkins, Roy (A)
Williams,Donald A. (A)
Williams,Eugene & Helen (A)
Williams,G. Mennen (A)
Williams, Jerre (A)
Williams,Mary Pearl
Williams,Samuel T. (A)
Willis, A. M. “Monk” (A) [LBJ]
Willis, A. M. “Monk” [LBJ]
Wilson, Cynthia
Wilson, Glen P. (A)
Wilson, Glen & Marie (A)
Wilson, Henry Hall (A)
Wilson, Isabel Brown
Wilson, James W. (A)
Wilsonf Logan (A) [UT]
Wilson, Logan [LBJ]
Wilson, Marie (A)
Wilson, Will (A)
Winters,Anita P.
Winters,Melvin C.
Wirth, Conrad L. (A)
Wirtz, Mrs. Alvin J. (A)

no-.<

0

D
c
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9Wisner, Frank G.—
Wolkstein, Irwin

I

Wood, Robert C. (A)
Woods, Wilton (A)
Moods, Wilton & Virginia (A)
Woods, Wilton & Virginia

B
Woodward,Robert F. (A)
Woodward, Warren G. (A/CR) [UT]
Woodward, Warren G. (A/CR) [Bolton]

I

Woodyard,Mrs. Ewell (A) [w/Pattilloj
Worley, Eugene (A)
Wozencraft, Frank M.
Wright, James C., Jr.

F

(A)
right, Zephyr (A/CR)

Barmolinsky,Adam (R/WP-1991) [UT]
armolinsky,Adam (R/WP-199i) [LBJ]

Yeagley, J. Walter

f

eldell, Joseph
orty, Samuel W. (A)
oung, Andrew J., Jr. [A)

i

Oung, Milton R. (A) ‘
oung, Whitney M., Jr. (A)
o~gblood, Rufus (A)

Eblocki, Clement J. (A)
Ziegler, H. A. “Tony”

P

(A)
rthian, Barry (A/CR) [UT]
rthian, Barry (A) [LBJ]

uckert, Eugene M. (A)

t

ver, Charies ‘ ‘
ick, Charles (A)
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